
9In making a program or programs for the Turopean field

in the Medical Seiences, I think there are som primary consider-

ations which are worth elaboration in order to clarify my owm point

of view. It is understood that such prosrams would in seneral lis

within the field outlined in the consideratiors of January 192% which

were presented to the Trustees and which while reserving sone freedom

of action, laid emphasis, however, upon the tuportance of research

work and acquiring new knowledge in the redical sciences.

i
s 3It is desirable, I think, at the outset of any considerat

of policies, to examine the role of the K.F. and the special qualifi-

cations which it may possess as an agency in furthering the discoveryath

end application of new knowledge in the redical sciences. What can
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we do that no one else can do? | What qualities has the 4.F. which

are not characteristic of governments, private universities, national

secieties, or individual philanthropists? ☁What among ovr qualificat-

ions are likely to te useful and therefore give us at least the pos°

sibility of making a contribution that may be both valuable and uniqw?

The intrinsic and essential qualifications of the #.F. are:

first, that it disposes of large sums of money which can he both

rapidly and certeinly mobilized or directed; secondly, the expenditure

of its money is virtually under the control of technical advisers and

administrators who are able to travel anywhere and who thanks to a



number of reasons,are practically assured now of favorable and

intelligent cooperation in any part of the world; thirdly, the

Foundation has a policy which is neither inflexible nor obiizatory

for an indefinite period of time, The only stricture is in effect

an extremely broad one since the policy of the R.F. at any given tize

is really an interpretation of an extremely broad and supple principle

(im.e. welfare mankind throughout the world). These, then, seem to

me to be the essential characteristics of the RF.

Nex, bn comparing the H.F. with other organizations one is

immediately aware of the fact that the sums of money at the command

of the R.F., although scretines as large or larger than funds obtain-

able from governnents for a certain object, are in fact subjected to

@ more intelligent examination and a control that is less partisan or

regional in sympathy than is the case with the money spent by leegzis-

latures in most governments in the world, For example, supposing that

there is a question of support from a certain government for mlaria

ecntrol, it is unlikely that the legislators are as well informed as

the board of scientific directors cof the I,H.D. and it is similarly

unlikely that any special committee appointed by a legislature will

have control over large sums of money with the same freedom as that

which exists in the 2.F. To make another comparison the R.F. possesses

greater elasticity in changing its policy than does a university or

a special institution since universities or special institutes are

usually confined by pre-determined obligations and definitions of

their permanent and special interests, if one compares the RF.



with the activities of an individual millionnaire or philanthropist

one is inclined to believe that the advantage possessed by the RF.

liss in the fact that its activities can be more sustained, better

balanced and more thoroughly reasoned and advised than would be like-

ly to be the case. with an individual donor, It would be admitted by

many also that the present position and pest history of the 2.F. isa

distinct advantage in comparison to the position that might be occupied

by any individual new-comer in our fields of activity. Ferhaps the

Closest analogue to the R.F. is a national society or orvanization

such as the National Research Council, the Kaiser-Wilhelm Gesellschaft,

etc.e, but here a definite advantage is possessed by the R.F. in the

fact that its interests and its work are not limited te any national

bourdaries,.

the relation of the Foundation to the recipients of its

gifts, though not uniqw, is nevertheless characterized by certain

features which are worth keeping in mind, first, it i wa certain that

there is ho other organization in the world with as wide an experience

of public health work and medical education, The singular feature of

this experience is that a relatively small group of men has a familiar-

ity with a very wide and varying range of ecnditions and tendencies,

Perhaps also it might be said that it is not serely the accumulation

of information but also administrative «xperience in ®alins with

institutions and individuals in many parts of the world, Secondly,

the position of the R.F. is frequently considered to be imrartial in

the sense that its officers camiot possibly have becore vartisans in



many of the quarrels and questions which in different carts of the world

are sometimes submitted to us for opinion, ☁Thirdly, I have been

impressed by the fact that occasionally aid from the Foundation, even

if it be very small in amount, gives great moral support sine it

implies the approval of an impartial and experienced outside ovinion,

In fourth place, the position of the Foundation is so completely ine

dependent that it is possible for it to aid individuals and at the same

tims decline requests from other people apparently in a similar pos-

ition ~ a course of action often impossible for a fovernment, 2

ministry, a national society or a university.

Reverting to the intrinsic qualifications of the Foundation

it seems to mi that it would be wise for us to take advantage of these

qualifications which are unique - in a word to play our leng suits,

These enable us to consider undertakings which are new; which are larse;

which require technical advice and intelligent administrations; which

are benefitted by the experience gleaned from many lands; wiich do not

commit or involve the Foundation for an indefinite weriod of time, It

would seem to me to be logical to adopt toward our programs the attitude

one must have towards en experirent - namly, careful plaming in

advance; courass to take sane risks; the decision to follow with ereat

care and honesty the evidence provided by the experiment; and the

explicit understanding that in making such an experiment, definite and

clear-cut provision must be made for its termination,

I have stated these special qualifications of the Foundation

since to fail to bear them in mind would be to exposé ourselves to



drifting into the acceptance of innumerable demands which could be fust

as well met by governments, universities, national societies, special

institutes or private individuals, It seems to me that the characters

istics of the Foundation fit it therefore for activating and giving

initial support to developments that give reason for us to expect that

they will later be self-re gilating, self-supporting and of continued

Value. We can undertake experiments on a scale larger than ean usually

be afforded, We can co-ordinate and converge effort and experience in

weny parts of the world of mutually useful fields of activity, and

thanks to our charter we can avoid a permanent immobilization of our

resources or fixation of policy in any one field,

Now, the defects of these qualities, especially verhaps for

Anpricans, seem to me to be the temptation to expand our field of

effort too sreatly; to undertake certain euterprises without sufficient

study and reflection; to be too readily off with the old love and on

with a new; to assuwe initial responsibilities in a tentative prosram

without clear-cut ideas as to how it is to end and when or hog our

obligations are to terminate; and lastly, to be so occupied with th

study and consideration of new undertakings that cur observation of

current prograns is inaccurate or inadequate, Freedom to take up

new activities means nothing more than danger unless we take time to

study and reflect upon then, The power conferred by a larce incone

means nothing good unless a provortionate anount and quality of thousht

is possible, Now, pressure of correspondence, of small details, of

many visitors and, not least, of frequent field trips in which almost



every minute is taken, reduces to a very creat extent the orportunitics

for solid reading, careful discussion and reasoned reflection uron the

validity and usefulness of our activities, and their adavtation to the

various conditions we yveet, Seven years experience has proved to

that we are constantly in danger of being in the thick of thin things =

thin not in amount but in guality and simmificance.
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